Brian Gavin Diamonds Introduces Brian
Gavin Yellow
HOUSTON, Texas, July 9, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Renowned international
jeweler, Brian Gavin Diamonds, introduces its newest luxury collection, Brian
Gavin Yellow™, a line featuring certified fancy yellow diamonds set in left
or right hand ring settings. These beautiful diamonds are set in platinum,
18K white gold or 14K white gold.
The e-commerce diamond retailer, which takes its name from founder, Brian
Gavin, often referred to online by his followers as “Brian the Cutter,” is
best known for its signature Hearts and Arrows cut and specializes in
offering a perfectly proportionally cut stone to guarantee a Sure Sparkle®.
As a fifth generation cutter who is constantly improving and expanding upon
his offerings to diamond connoisseurs, as well as those new to the market,
Brian Gavin wanted to introduce something luxurious and rare to his website.
After researching his customers’ preferences he felt a fancy yellow diamond
was ideal for his following, which is largely comprised of buyers that place
a high value on possessing the top tier in diamonds, such as these canary
stones that have become the most sought after of the fancy stones.
The fancy yellow diamonds are being sourced from a supply that is primarily
mined in South Africa and Russia and is consistent in its performance of high
quality yellow diamonds. The supply the jeweler is using is the best in the
world. While the Brian Gavin Signature Diamonds are graded on cut, the fancy
diamonds in Brian Gavin Yellow™ are graded on their performance of intensity
in color.
The fancy yellow diamonds are available in cushion, radiant, round and
princess cuts and are mounted in a variety of ring settings, including custom
designs. The beautifully cut stones are offered in solitaire, halo, double
halo, and three pronged settings with the center stone ranging from 0.5ct to
10.5cts. Each ring makes a statement and can be worn as either an engagement
ring or a cocktail ring.
“At Brian Gavin Diamonds, we are constantly raising the bar of excellence and
expanding our line, while consistently offering exceptionally cut diamonds to
our customers, and Brian Gavin Yellow is no exception,” said Gavin. “Our
customers appreciate fine craftsmanship and exceptional stones, and our
Yellow collection allows us to offer a new product with the high standards
our Brian Gavin Signature collection possesses, but with the ideal color
performance a high quality fancy diamond is coveted for.”
For additional information on Brian Gavin Yellow™, please visit
http://www.briangavindiamonds.com/ or contact Allie Danziger at (713)
225-0880 or allie@integrateagency.com.
Brian Gavin Diamonds has been setting the standard of excellence in the
diamond industry since Brian the Cutter started the business in response to

the public’s demand for his quality of super ideal cut high performing
diamonds in 2009. Brian Gavin Diamonds’ Signature Collection diamonds are in
a class above the rest, offering customers its patented cushion and round
cuts, as well as the Brian Gavin Blue® collection and Signature Princess Cut,
sold exclusively across the world on its e-commerce site, as well as in its
Houston-area showroom.
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